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Mr. Samoluk,In the near future Chairman Tunheim will receive a letter from agentleman named Michael 

Nurko. Essentially, the letter sharplyquestions the Board's handling of the interview with the autopsydoctors 

and the Board's handling of the medical evidence as awhole. I was asked to have my name included as a co-

signer of theletter, but declined because I felt the letter was somewhatcombative and perhaps a little too 

heatedly worded. However, I doshare some of the concerns expressed in the letter--not all, butsome.The 

letter has been widely circulated among the research community,and leading researchers have been asked to 

add their names to it. Theletter will be mailed in hardcopy via the postal system within thenext week or two. I 

emphasize that I do not agree with all the sentiments expressed inthe letter, nor do I approve of its rather 

strident, combativetone. Some of the complaints voiced in the letter include the factthat no ARRB member 

was present at the interview with the autopsypathologists and that the Board allegedly failed to consult 

withconcerned researchers prior to the interview. The letter alsoexpresses doubt that the pathologists were 

asked or adequatelyquestioned about certain key issues and conflicts in the evidence.I would be interested to 

know if the autopsy pathologists were askedabout the following:* The suspicious 6.5 mm fragment that now 

appears in the autopsyradiographs. -- This fragment was almost certainly not present on the x-raysthat were 

taken during the autopsy. Every single pre-1967 medicalreport that discussed fragments found during the post-

mortem statedthat only two sizable fragments were seen and recovered from theskull by the pathologists. The 

chief pathologist, Dr. Humes,specifically said in his Warren Commission (WC) testimony thatduring the 

autopsy they recovered all of the sizable fragments thatthey saw. It seems impossible that the radiologist, Dr. 

Ebersole,along with the three pathologists, could have missed the large 6.5mm fragment in the x-rays. -- 

Additionally, Dr. Humes said nothing about any such fragment inhis WC testimony. Nor did he mention it in 

the autopsy report orin the supplemental autopsy report. -- Furthermore, the fragment, according to the Clark 

Panel and theHSCA's medical panel, is located on the outer table of the skull andslightly *below* the defect 

identified as an entrance wound in theback of the skull, but forensic expert after expert has stated thatit is 

extremely unlikely that a bullet striking the skull at adownward angle would have deposited a fragment below 

the entrancewound (if anything, say the experts, the fragment should have beendeposted above the wound). -- 

Moreover, the type of ammunition that was allegedly used,fully metal-jacketed (FMJ) Carcano missiles, is 

known for not havingfragments shear off from it upon impact with bone. Indeed, severalforensic experts have 

stated they've never heard of an FMJ missilebehaving in this manner.* The apparent moving of the back 

wound from the third thoracicvertebrae to "the base of the neck." -- There is considerable evidence that this 
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